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Greetings! Welcome to the Fall pre-Annual 

Meeting edition of the Competitive Strategy 

newsletter. Thanks to the combined efforts of 

many, we have an exciting and engaging pro-

gram scheduled for the upcoming meeting in 

Houston. As one of the largest and most active 

interest groups of SMS, we are organizing two 

pre-conference work- shops on Saturday. The 

Junior Faculty Research Paper Development 

Workshop, chaired by Feng Zhu and Claudine 

Gartenberg, will start with brief presentations 

by panelists about the emerging questions in the 

field, followed up by roundtable sessions to 

delve deeper into manuscripts. The Junior Fac-

ulty Professional Development Workshop is be-

ing organized by PK Toh and Elena Vidal is 

open to all without any registration require-

ments.  

For Sunday, Emilie Feldman (our Associate Pro-

gram Chair) has assembled three fantastic panel 

sessions covering firm strategy in nascent indus-

tries, experimentations and lean strategy, and 

new empirical methods. Finally, Vikas Ag-

garwal, our Program Chair, led the develop-

ment of our paper and presen-

tation sessions for the main 

conference. There are so many 

top-quality sessions – plan 

your conference and get ready 

to engage. Details are inside!  

It has been my pleasure and an honor to serve 

as an officer of the CSIG over the last three 

years and to get to know many of our members. 

As my term as officer expires this year, I would 

like to thank the amazing set of individuals 

with whom I worked, and recognize our repre-

sentatives, reviewers and participants create a 

lively intellectual community that I am proud 

to be part of.  

The annual business meeting for our Competi-

tive Strategy Interest Group will be Sunday, Oc-

tober 29th from 6:15 to 7:15 pm at Hilton Amer-

icas 335B. It's a great opportunity to hear about 

this year's activities and our future plans, meet 

other members of the interest group, and enjoy 

good conversations and a glass of wine. If you 

would like to get more involved as a repre-
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Welcome from the Houston CSIG Conference Program 

Vikas Aggarwal 

INSEAD 

CSIG Conference Program Chair 

I am pleased to announce the program of the Competitive Strategy Interest Group for 

the 2017 SMS Conference in Houston. We have an exciting program thanks to an excel-

lent group of thoughtful and dedicated reviewers, and we look forward to seeing you 

very soon in Houston. 

 

The CSIG program begins on Saturday with two preconference workshops: the CSIG 

Junior Faculty Professional Development workshop, organized by PK Toh and Elena Vidal, and the Re-

search Paper Development Workshop, organized by Claudine Gartenberg and Feng Zhu (which will be 

jointly run together with the Cooperative Strategy and Knowledge and Innovation IGs).  

 

For Sunday morning, Emilie Feldman has organized three excellent panels (see next section for details). 

The main program begins on Sunday afternoon and offers seven paper sessions, five common ground 

sessions and one panel session covering topics ranging from platforms and networks to cognition and 

competition.  

 

In addition to the colleagues mentioned above, I would like to thank the 167 reviewers who were so gen-

erous with their time and expertise, the staff of the SMS, and my fellow interest group officers, Kira and 

Emilie, for their excellent advice and support.  

 

I look forward to seeing you in Houston soon! 

Vikas Aggarwal 

sentative or officer, have ideas about how the 

Group can better support its members' profes-

sional development, or have any other sugges-

tions then please reach out to me (kfab@bu.edu) 

or any of the officers.  

A big thanks is also due to Mahka Moeen and 

Tomasz Obloj, our newsletter editors, for creat-

ing and distributing our newsletters. Mahka 

and Tomasz have also been busy developing 

content for our new CSIG website – come to the 

business meeting to hear more about the re-

sources available to enhance your teaching and 

research! 

I look forward to seeing many of you in Hou-

ston.  

 

Happy Travels,  

Kira Fabrizio  
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Houston CSIG Sunday Panel Sessions  

Emilie Feldman 

University of Pennsylvania 
Associate Program Chair 

Firm Strategy in Nascent Industries: Advances and Opportunities 
 

Birth of firms and new industries has been a topic of growing research interest in the strategic manage-

ment field. However, as scholars typically define industry inception as the first product commercializa-

tion, firm strategies preceding industry emergence have been understudied. Further, the variety of trig-

ger events that may initiate industry emergence, i.e., scientific discoveries, unmet user needs, and mis-

sion-oriented grand challenges, requires attention to the related heterogeneity in firm strategies. This 

panel seeks to review the recent developments in the area and discuss future research opportunities re-

garding the role of firm strategy in resolution of uncertainties in nascent industries . 

 

Time: Sunday October 29, 8:00-9:15 AM 

Location: Hilton Americas Room 335B 

Chair: Mahka Moeen 

Panelists: Rajshree Agarwal, Kathleen Eisenhardt, Anita McGahan, Sonali Shah 

The Latest and Greatest in Empirical Methods for Strategy Scholars: Bringing Ma-

chine Learning into Strategic Management Research 
 

In the past few years, machine learning has made a significant impact on a large number of domains; 

from finance to transportation and medicine, the impact of machine learning techniques on many di-

verse fields has been transformative. While multiple scientific fields have already embraced these tech-

niques in their research, they have made very little headway in strategic management research. This ses-

sion will bring together researchers who are attempting to use different machine learning techniques to 

study problems of relevance to strategy scholars. They will describe some of the techniques they are us-

ing, situations where such tools would be particularly powerful and where they would be weak, as well 

as a broader discussion of the classes of problems that are particularly well suited to be addressed with 

such techniques. 

 

Time: Sunday October 29, 9:45-11:00 AM 

Location: Hilton Americas Room 335B 

Chair: Anoop Menon 

Panelists: Russell Funk, Clarence Lee, Deepak Somaya, Haris Tabakovic, Bart Vanneste 
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Houston CSIG Sunday Panel Sessions (continued) 

Experimental/Lean Entry Strategies 
 

Much of the literature on entry in strategy and economics models the choice of a potential market en-

trant as a comparison of the expected benefits of entry with the expected costs of entry. A growing litera-

ture, however, suggests that knowing precisely one’s own potential profitability is impossible because of 

the complexity of what determines profitability and having to learn about one’s own fit with the market. 

If that is the case, rather than generating a full plan for market entry to maximize expected profit, firms 

may enter as part of an “experiment.” As conceptualized in the search literature, entrants try out strate-

gies, learn from them, and adjust. This idea is captured in the popular press through suggestions that 

entrants begin “lean”, entering with a “minimum viable product” and adapting to new information as it 

arises. This panel includes four papers that are part of the burgeoning empirical academic literature on 

how firms use experimental strategies to cope with uncertainty. 

 

Time: Sunday October 29, 11:15AM-12:30PM 

Location: Hilton Americas Room 335B 

Chair: Victor Bennett 

Panelists: Aaron Chatterjee, Alfonso Gambardella, Rembrand Koning 

Junior Faculty Professional Development Workshop 
 

Saturday, October 28, 2017, 9:00-12:00 

  

Please join us at the SMS Competitive Strategy Junior Faculty Professional Development Workshop dur-

ing the upcoming SMS Houston conference! The theme for this year’s workshop is ‘All About Journal Re-

views’, and will focus on the journal review process from two perspectives – authors’ and reviewers’. It 

will feature discussions on how to manage the R&R process as authors, as well as on how to provide 

high quality reviews as reviewers. Leading the discussions will be a panel of respected scholars serving 

as editors at top journals in our field, including Felipe Csaszar, Martin Ganco, Connie Helfat, Will 

Mitchell, Tomasz Obloj, Francisco Polidoro, and Hart Posen. Each panelist will present for about 10-15 

mins, and the rest of the time will be allocated to discussions, Q&A sessions, and a coffee break that al-

lows further interactions. This workshop is meant to be interactive, in a way that we believe is helpful 

for junior faculty. 

No pre-registration required. 

Workshop Co-Organizers: PK Toh (University of Texas at Austin) and Elena Vidal (Baruch College, 

City University New York) 
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Sunday 

October 29 

Session Participants Location 

08:00 – 09:15 493: Firm Strategy in Nascent 

Industries: Advances and Op-

portunities (IG panel session) 

Moeen (Session Leader); Agarwal; 

Eisenhardt; McGahan; Shah 

335B 

09:45 – 11:00 492: Bringing Machine Learn-

ing into Strategic Manage-

ment Research (IG panel ses-

sion) 

Menon (Session Leader); Funk; 

Lee; Somaya; Tabakovic; Vanneste 

335B 

11:15 – 12:30 491: Experimental/Lean Entry 

Strategies (IG panel session) 

Bennett (Session Leader); Chatterji; 

Gambardella; Koning 

335B 

16:45 – 18:00 700: Innovation Dynamics 

(paper session) 

Ballesteros (Session Leader); Mil-

ler, Grahovac & Guler; Dasalliva & 

Osiyevskyy; Ballesteros; Gambeta 

330 

18:15-19:15 Business Meeting All Members 335B 

Monday 

October 30 

Session Participants Location 

8:00-9:15 690: Implications of Industry 

Change (paper session) 

Wang (Session Leader); Seo; 

Wang, Aggarwal, and Wu; Bige-

low, Park, and Nickerson; Miller 

and Toh 

335A 

9:30-10:45 691: Competitive Dynamics 

(common ground session) 

Lee (Session Leader); Lanzolla and 

Novelli; Levine, Bernard, and 

Nagel; Luoma, Lamberg, and 

Laamanen; Costa, Cool, and Gime-

no; Wang; Nenonen and Storbacka 

342 

  

9:30-10:45 692: Platforms and Networks 

(paper session) 

Zhu (Session Leader); Gerwe and 

Silva; Gu and Zhu; Knudsen and 

Belik; Cirik and Makadok 

336A 

14:00-15:15 689: Dynamic Capabilities 

(paper session) 

Petricevic (Session Leader); Ozer, 

Martin, and Anderson; Wenger, 

Fainshmidt, Pezeshkan, and Mal-

lon; Petricevic, Bogner, and Arikan 

335C 
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Monday 

October 30 

Session Participants Location 

14:00-15:15 696: Competition and In-

dustry Change (paper ses-

sion) 

Kaul (Session Leader); Xu and Fitza; 

Neirotti and Pesce; Seaborn and Al-

varez; Boysen; Keith and Naumov; 

Hsu Prescott; and Chaturvedi 

342 

17:00-18:15 694: Cognition and Compe-

tition (paper session) 

Bhawe, Zahra & Neubaum; 

Syakhroza, Paolella & Munir; 

Schmidt & Kuusela; 

Ehrig, Knudsen & Rauh; Ehrig & 

Schmidt; Yan & Goldfarb 

338 

  

Tuesday 

October 31 

Session Participants Location 

8:00-9:15 697: Capabilities and Re-

source Bundles (common 

ground session) 

 

Carlin (Session Leader); Hudyma, 

Nüesch, and Foege; Chatterjee and 

Singh; Gu, Yang, and Strange; Hall-

berg; Keum; Tanriverdi and Lim 

339A 

  

8:00-9:15 698: Acquisitions and Alli-

ances (common ground 

session) 

Lavie (Session Leader); Irwin, Sun-

ny, Gilstrap, and Drnevich; Liu; 

Wang and Peng; Choi, Kim, and 

Kim; Vlas 

337A 

  

11:00-12:15 693: Organizations and the 

Long-Term (parallel paper 

session) 

Albert and Menon (Session Lead-

ers); Flammer; Posen; Souder 

335B 

  

15:45-17:00 709: Emerging Markets 

Competition (paper ses-

sion) 

Madsen (Session Leader); Zhang, 

Bruton, Luo, Maksimov, and Xu; 

Celly and Han; Pati, Hashai, and 

Zahra; Xia, Walker, and Madsen 

336B 

17:15-18:30 701: Attention and Aware-

ness (paper session) 

Nadkarni (Session Leader); Qian, 

Chen, Nadkarni, and Zheng; Collet, 

Makarevich, and Bruyaka; Down-

ing, Kang, and Markman 

343A 
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Commentary 

My Experience Developing Online Content in Strategy 

Pierre Dussauge, HEC Paris 

  

A few months ago, I foolhar-

dily agreed to develop an 

online strategy program for 

executive education. Little did 

I know how much time and 

effort would need to go into 

this undertaking! While I real-

ized that putting together the 

syllabus and creating interactive online content, 

such as quizzes or an exam to be taken online, 

would of course require some work, I imagined 

that producing the video content for the pro-

gram was by far the most demanding task. 

I originally thought that with all my years 

teaching strategy for different audiences, I 

would be able to improvise in front of the cam-

era. I soon realized that if I did not have a com-

plete script – rather than just an outline of what 

I wanted to say in each video - to read off the 

prompter, my videos would be a disaster, mak-

ing me look utterly ridiculous. I did try impro-

vising early on and found that my speech was 

hesitant, full of umms and ers, and laden with 

repetitions. While in a live class repeating, add-

ing detail or progressively clarifying what was 

initially presented is at the core of the learning 

process, in a video everything must be crystal 

clear right from the start, go directly to the point 

and, of paramount importance, be extremely 

concise and short. As a consequence I had no 

choice but to comprehensively write everything 

I intended to teach through the sequence of 

some 50 or so three to eight minute videos. And 

this proved to be one of the most time-

consuming activities I have ever undertaken. 

Shooting the videos on the other hand was a 

piece of cake. I ended up writing the equivalent 

of a mid-size book. What I thought would be 

over in a couple of weeks took me close to a 

year. 

Do I regret having done it? Not at all. In the 

process of developing the course, running it, 

and having provided the video content as back-

up to students enrolled in a traditional course, I 

learnt a lot more than I had expected and, as a 

result, have significantly changed the way in 

which I organize my classroom teaching. I was 

expecting to primarily learn about new technol-

ogy when in fact I learnt far more about what 

my students grasp from my classes, what they 

remember after only a day or two, and what I 

might do to improve things a little. Here are 

some of the main “lessons” I learnt: 

1. Our students’ span of attention is very short. 

They are eager to get to the end of things quick. 

My online students and participants actually 

complained when any video was over four to 

five minutes long! And they confessed that they 

watched the videos in accelerated mode! 
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2. Our students drift in and out of attention 

over the course of a class. Half of them are prob-

ably not even paying attention when we are 

stating what we believe to be a very important 

point. This is particularly obvious in a 90 mi-

nute live class but is even true with a 5 minute 

video. This is why inserting quizzes or other 

gimmicks to keep the students active and atten-

tive in video content is so important.  

 

3. Also, many of us tend to drown our main 

message in too much detail, examples, and di-

gressions. The video format – because of the 

time constraints it imposes on us - forces us to 

be much more focused. Many of my 

“traditional” students to whom I had given ac-

cess to the videos as backup material came back 

to me saying: “I’m glad I watched it; I now un-

derstand what you were trying to tell us in class 

yesterday”. While I still believe extensions be-

yond the main points, even digressions, as well 

as examples, are important in a “live” strategy 

class, I now realize that they often tend to cap-

ture more of the students’ attention and 

memory. The students often remember the case 

or the example more than the message the case 

or example was intended to convey. What I 

now try to do is to be very clear– even clearer 

than I tried to be before – on what the key learn-

ing points are, returning to them again and 

again. 

 

4. I had thought strategy was ill-suited for 

online teaching. The subject is all about nuance, 

trade-offs, individual judgement, all of which 

are best developed and honed through case dis-

cussions, class interactions, and students disa-

greeing with one another and trying to argue 

for their point of view. While I still believe this 

to be true, I am now convinced teaching with 

videos is a good way to pass along the more for-

malized content of any strategy course, the con-

cepts, frameworks, underlying logic, main ap-

proaches, etc. We are inevitably much clearer, 

concise and to the point in a video than we will 

ever be in a live class, or in book chapter, article 

or note for that matter. Then I believe there is a 

need for the kind of discussion, debate and dis-

agreement that only a live class can provide. 

And if physical distance makes live classes im-

possible, a live online class is probably a second 

best option. 

 

Overall, the experience has been very enriching. 

It has led me to reconsider my perspec-

tives on teaching strategy and has con-

vinced me that it is best taught through 

“flipped classroom” approaches that 

combine online asynchronous compo-

nents – such as pre-recorded videos – and 

synchronous interaction, either in a phys-

ical classroom or through online “virtual” 

classrooms. 
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CSIG Business Meeting 

Colophon 

 

 

 

The next issue of the Competitive Strategy 

newsletter will be distributed in Fall 2018. 

Please send any contributions or comments 

to Mahka Moeen at mahka_moeen@kenan-

flagler.unc.edu or Tomasz Obloj at ob-

loj@hec.fr. 

 

We would like to thank professor Piere 

Dussauge for his contribution to this news-

letter. 

 

Photos are courtesy of University of Nebras-

ka and Faculty Focus websites. 

 

 

Please join us for the Competitive Strategy 

Interest Group Meeting at the SMS Conference. 

The meeting will be held from 18:15-19:15, 

Sunday, October 29 (Room 335B). 

The Business Meeting is one of the best ways 

to connect with IG members, the Officers, and 

your Representatives-at-Large.  

We hope you will plan on attending to learn 

more about IG projects and initiatives and 

make your voice heard. We look forward to 

seeing you there!  

Competitive Strategy Interest Group 

Officers & Reps 
(Officers through December 2017) 

 

 Chair: Kira Fabrizio 

 kfab@bu.edu 

 Program Chair: Vik as Aggarwal 

 vikas.aggarwal@insead.edu  

 Associate Prog. Chair: Emilie  Fe ldman 

 feldmane@wharton.upenn.edu 

 Representatives-at-Large:  

 Mahka Moeen     2016-2017 

 PK Toh      2016-2017 

 Feng Zhu      2016-2017 

 Claudine Gartenberg   2017-2018   

 Tomasz Obloj     2017-2018   

 Elena Vidal                         2017-2018   

 Newsletter Editors:  

 Mahka Moeen & Tomasz Obloj 

 csig.news@gmail.com 


